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Computer simulations for magnetic field penetration into plasma of plasma opening switch (POS), and current 

loop formation in it are presented for various initial plasma densities, currents, and POS geometries. It is shown that 

the current loop dynamics in the POS is determined by the fast magnetic field penetration in plasma due to the Hall 

effect. The strong dependence of the current loop longitudinal velocity on the transverse coordinate, together with 

the influence of the boundary conditions at the POS cathode and anode, lead to the formation of the narrow S-

shaped current loop even in a homogeneous plasma. It is shown that the control parameters influencing the dynam-

ics of the magnetic field and the motion of the current loop in the POS are the initial plasma density, driving current 

and cathode radius. The POS resistance is calculated for wide range of initial plasma densities, currents, and cathode 

radiuses. It is shown, that POS resistance is proportional to the total current, inversely proportional to plasma densi-

ty, and is in the range 10
-3

…1 Ω for plasma densities 10
12

…10
15

 cm
-3

. 

PACS: 52.75.-d, 52.75.Kq, 52.40.Hf, 52.65,+z, 52.70.Kz, 94.20.wc 
 

INTRODUCTION 

A plasma opening switch (POS) is a plasma bridge 

between two electrodes, in most cases in vacuum coaxi-

al line (Fig. 1). An inner electrode is usually a cathode 

and outer electrode is an anode. POSes are used for 

voltage multiplication in pulsed-power science and 

technology including high-current pulsed electron ac-

celerators. The high-voltage pulse generator with POS is 

a LC circuit closed through the POS. One end of the 

POS is usually connected to capacitive energy storage, 

the other  to a load. When energy storage is turned on, 

the current in the line increasing in time is closed 

through the POS, the electrical energy of the capacitive 

energy storage CUo
2
/2 is converted into magnetic ener-

gy LI
2
/2. After some time, the impedance of the plasma 

bridge increases sharply, the current is quickly de-

creased, a voltage pulse appears UPOS ~ LdI/dt > Uo, and 

the accumulated energy is transferred to the load. The 

POS opening time is much shorter (typically by 3-12 

times) than the rise time of the current pulse. The short-

ening of the pulse duration causes a compression of the 

energy and as a result  an increase in the load power. 

 
Fig. 1. POS is a plasma bridge  

between two electrodes in vacuum coaxial line 

The main element of the POS is a plasma bridge with 

a current  a nonstationary, highly nonlinear object. Its 

spatio-temporal dynamics is determined by the initial 

conditions and the current flow through the plasma. The 

only way to control the processes in the plasma bridge is 

the proper choice of the initial conditions  the plasma 

density, conductivity and composition, their initial spa-

tial distribution, the dimensions of the cathode, anode, 

and the length of the plasma bridge, as well as the rise 

rate of the current through the plasma bridge. Despite 

many years of using POS, their experimental and theo-

retical studies [1 - 9], presently there is no complete 

theory, let alone computational models for predicting 

the POS parameters. 

Usually, the plasma density ne, which is provided by 

Bostic type plasma guns, lies in the range of 

10
12

…10
15

 cm
-3

, the cathode radii Rc are 1…5 cm, the 

anode radii Ra are 4…10 cm, i.e., the characteristic dis-

tances between the cathode and the anode a are 

3…5 cm. The composition of the plasma can be differ-

ent, but in most cases it is a plasma that contains carbon 

ions, charge Z = 1…3. In this range of parameters 
22222 // ZecManecm iee  , where me  electron mass; 

Mi  ion mass; c is the speed of light, i.e. the plasma and 

electromagnetic field dynamics in a POS is described by 

electron magnetohydrodynamics (EMHD) [6]:  
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where E


, H


 are the strength of the electric and mag-

netic fields; j


 is the electron current density;  is the 

plasma conductivity. Eq. (1) is the electron fluid motion 

equation under the assumption of strong collisions, 

when the inertia of the electrons can be neglected, and 

when the magnetic pressure significantly exceeds the 

thermal pressure. Eq. (2) is the Ampere’s law in which 

the displacement current is omitted, and Eq. (3) is the 

Faraday’s law. Plasma is assumed quasineutral  

ie Znn  . Eqs. (1) - (3), excluding j


 and E


, can be 

reduced to: 
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which, under the assumption of ),( zrf , has the 

form: 
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The first term on the right-hand side of (5) describes 

the acceleration of the plasma as a whole, the character-

istic velocity scale for this is the Alfvén velocity: 

iiA MnBV 4/ . The second term in (5) is responsi-

ble for the rapid penetration of the magnetic field into 

the plasma in the form of a quasi magnetostatic wave 

(KMC means Kingsepp, Mokhov, and Chukbar (KMC-

wave), [5]) with a velocity [6, 7]: 

)/1(/8/ 22 rnrecBru ef   . The third term in (5) 

describes the diffuse penetration of a magnetic field into 

a plasma. Typical speeds can be estimated as: 

ZnmMrIV epiAo ///1036.4 10  , 217 /1094.9 rnIu efo  , 

where AoV , fou  are in cm/s; r  in cm; I  in A; en   

in cm
-3

. For I = 100 kA; cR = 2 cm; pi mM / = 12; 

Z =1; en  = 10
14

 cm
-3

; we have: AoV  = 0.6310
8
 cm/s; 

fou  = 2.4910
8
 cm/s. I.e., fou  >> AoV .  

Magnetic field that propagates in a plasma with a ve-

locity fu  can accelerate ions at the front of the KMC-

wave and disturb the initial plasma density [4, 10]. The 

ions speed due to such acceleration can be estimated. 

From the plasma momentum equation, its longitudinal 

component, taking into account that the gradient of 

magnetic pressure )8/( 2 B


  is much higher than the 

gradient of thermal pressure )(P , we have: 

dtVMnd izii /)( )8/( 2 B


 , 

whence tBVMn iziio  )8/( 2 


. The characteristic 

time of such acceleration can be estimated as 

ff ut / , where f  is the width of the KMC-wave 

front, it is determined by the diffusion coefficient 

4/2cD   (see Eq. (5)), ff uD / . The estimation 

for f/1 , gives for the ion velocity fAiz uVV 2/2 , 

and, for the limiting case fiz uV  , gives 2/Aiz VV  . 

Due to the ions acceleration, the plasma density is dis-

turbed. Its characteristic values can be estimated from 

the continuity equation for the plasma density: 

fizioi uVnn //  . For the plasma parameters given 

above, at AoV  = 0.6310
8
 cm/s, fou  = 2.4910

8
 cm/s, 

 ioi nn /  0.25. I.e., the KMC-wave, when passing 

through the plasma, slightly perturbs its density. 

The above estimates allow the following scenario of 

the POS operation [10]. When the capacitive energy 

storage is turned on, the current increasing in time is 

closed through the left boundary of the POS plasma, 

forming a current loop (see Fig. 1). Over time, a mag-

netic field in the form of a KMC-wave penetrates into 

the plasma at a speed of the order of fu . At the KMC-

wave front, ions are accelerated to velocities 

fAiz uVV  2/ . The time of energy accumulation in 

an inductive energy storage device with POS can be 

estimated as the time for ions with a velocity 

2/Aiz VV   to pass through a plasma bridge of length 

pL . For the circuit current, which changes as 

)/2sin()( TtItI o  , this gives: 

oieopc IZMnrcLt /2/ . For calculations it is con-

venient to use opieopc IZmMnrLt //101.5 11 , 

where ct is in s; pL , r   in cm; en   in cm
-3

; oI   in A. 

For estimates, as r , can be chosen the average radius 

between the cathode and the anode, since the ion veloci-

ty is inhomogeneous along the radius. For I  = 100 kA; 

cR = 2 cm; aR = 7.5 cm; pL = 15 cm; pi mM / = 12; Z = 1; 

en = 10
14

 cm
-3

, we have: ct = 1.2510
-6

 s. When the cur-

rent front (current loop) moves along the plasma, the 

current channel gradually enters the area where the 

plasma density decreases towards the load. With a de-

crease in the plasma density, the velocity of the KMC-

wave increases and the magnetic field is more and more 

detached from the perturbed ion background, heading 

towards the plasma boundary. If the length of this tran-

sition area is estimated as pii ca  /~~   ( ai   

is a necessary condition for the application of an “ideal” 

EMHD with immobile ions, pi  is the ion plasma fre-

quency), then from the expression for fu , taking into 

account that i/1 , the opening time can be estimat-

ed as: oifis eZIrcMut // 2 . For calculations it is 

convenient to use ZImMrt opis //10 3 , where st  

is in s; r   in cm; oI   in A. For I  = 100 kA; cR = 

2 cm; pi mM / = 12; Z  = 1, this gives: st  = 6.9310
-8

 s. 

For an inductance of about 200 nH, with a full current 

break of 100 kA, UPOS = 289 kV, which corresponds to 

the voltage multiplication factor UPOS/Uo = 11.56 (Uo = 

25 kV). These estimates, based mainly on EMHD, are in 

good agreement with the experimental results [11 - 13].  

Thus, the dynamics of the POS is mainly determined 

by the rapid penetration of the magnetic field into the 

plasma, the formation and movement of the current loop 

in it. Below the numerical simulation results for the dy-

namics of the magnetic field penetration into the plasma 

are presented. It is shown that the initial plasma density, 

current, and POS geometry are the most important pa-

rameters affecting the motion of the current loop in the 

POS plasma. 

1. EMHD EQUATIONS 

In the axially symmetric case (4) has the form: 
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(6) 

It is convenient in (6) to replace BrH  , and 

pass to dimensionless variables cRzz  ~ ; cRrr  ~ ; 

ATtt  ~ ; cio Rnnn /~  ; 
2/32/3

1
~
TTo  ; oT   
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initial electron temperature; oHHH 
~

; cIH oo /2  ; 

Azrzr VVV  ,,
~

. As a result, omitting the tildes, we have: 

21
{ } { } r

r z

H ˆr G,
t r r z r

  
     

  
,  (7) 
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   electron-ion collisions time;  

   Coulomb logarithm; He   electron cyclotron 

frequency. H  in (7) has the sense of a dimensionless 

current. Eq. (7) is written in a conservative form. The 

r  and z  fluxes contain two terms  the nonlinear 

terms are responsible for the convective propagation of 

the magnetic field in the plasma due to electron current, 

and the linear terms describe the diffuse penetration of 

the magnetic field into the plasma. The chosen system 

of dimensionless variables led to the fact that (7) con-

tains one dimensionless parameter  . For POS in the 

range of parameters en = [10
12

, 10
14

] cm
-3

; pi mM / = 12; 

Z= [1, 3]; oT = [1, 10] eV; oI = [50, 200] kA;  = [10
-4

, 

10
-1

]. Further, in all computer simulations, taking into 

account that fi uV  , in (7) we neglect the terms that 

contain the ion velocities ( Ĝ ).  

On the left boundary of the plasma (see Fig. 1), the 

boundary condition for (7) is determined by the magnet-

ic field, which is created by the current passing through 

the cathode. On the right boundary, the magnetic field is 

equal to zero, and on the inner and outer metal elec-

trodes of the coaxial POS, the z-component of the elec-

tric field is zero. If the total current is presented as 

)()( tfItI o , then )()0,( tfzrH  . All simulations 

below were performed with )(tf = 1. On the right 

boundary of the POS plasma the boundary condition for 

(7) has the form: 0)/,(  cp RLzrH . On the inner and 

outer electrodes the boundary condition for (7) has the 

form: 0),1(  zrr  (inner), 0),/(  zRRr car  

(outer). 

Eq. (7) is the scalar convective-diffuse equation, for 

which, when solving it by the classical Galerkin  

method, it is necessary to satisfy the stability criterion: 

12/||  DhuPe


, where 1h  is the grid element size, 

1/ 2/3  TD  , 

)}/(/),/(/{},{ nrrHnrzHuuu zr 


. If the stabil-

ity criterion is not satisfied, i.e., the Peclet number 

1Pe , then nonphysical numerical oscillations can 

arise on the solutions ),( zrH , which, in the case of a 

nonlinear convective-diffusion equation, can grow in-

definitely. Usually, to suppress numerical oscillations, 

various methods of stabilization [14 - 16], or adaptive 

meshes [17] are used. In this study, we used the meth-

ods described in [15, 16]. 

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS 

Fig. 2 shows the simulation results for Eq. (7) with 

en  = 10
14

 cm
-3

; oI  = 100 kA; pi mM /  = 12; Z  = 1. 

Plasma density is homogeneously distributed in space. 

With these parameters 31017.2  , i.e., the magnetic 

field upon penetration into the plasma should have a 

sufficiently sharp front, the width of which is propor-

tional to  . Fig. 2 shows, at different times, current 

density },{ zr jjj 


,    component of ),( zrB


. The 

current density j


 is also shown by arrows. 

},{ zr jjj 


 ),( zrB  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 2. Spatio-temporal dynamics of magnetic field 

penetration into the POS's plasma. Plasma density  

is homogeneously distributed in space 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, over time, the magnetic 

field ),( zrB


 penetrates into the plasma. This penetra-

tion occurs in the form of a radially inhomogeneous 

KMC-wave with a sharp front, it is faster than the diffu-

sive penetration. Since ),( zrB


 and ),( zrj


 are related 

by equation (2), the highest current density j


 is where 

the spatial derivatives of ),( zrB


 are maximal, i.e., at 

the front of the KMC-wave: zBjr  /~  , 

rrrBjz //)(~   . As can be seen from the expression 

for rj , the current density in the cathode-anode direc-

tion is determined by the magnetic field change rate in 

the longitudinal direction  zBjr  /~  . That is, the 

faster B  changes in the longitudinal direction, the 
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higher current density flows in the transverse direction. 

The maximum inhomogeneity of B  in the longitudinal 

direction is determined by the width of the KMC-wave 

front, i.e., by the parameter  . The same is true for the 

current density zj  in the longitudinal direction. 

The electron current density j


 is pressed to the 

electrodes (see Fig. 2), i.e., electrons leave the cathode 

and enter the anode almost tangentially. This is due to 

the fact that on metal electrodes 0zE . Taking this 

into account, from (1), for 0iV


, it is easy to obtain 

1)/(1/  eHezr jj  , i.e., indeed electrons leave the 

cathode and enter the anode almost tangentially. 

It is seen from Fig. 2, that the longitudinal velocity 

of magnetic field penetration into a plasma, as well as 

the velocity of the current loop in the longitudinal direc-

tion, strongly depends on the transverse coordinate even 

for a homogeneous plasma. Far from the electrodes, 

where their influence is insignificant, for a homogene-

ous plasma we have: )4/( rencBu eof  . Taking into 

account that, as follows from (2), rB /1~ , it is clear 

that in the middle of the plasma filled gap, far from the 

cathode and anode, the longitudinal velocity of the 

magnetic field penetration into the plasma and the ve-

locity of the current loop will decrease with increasing 

radius. The strong dependence of the current loop longi-

tudinal velocity on the transverse coordinate, together 

with the influence of the boundary conditions at the 

cathode and anode ( 1/ zr jj ), lead to the formation 

of an S-shaped current loop even in a homogeneous 

plasma. The characteristic width of the current loop is 

~ fu/ . Simulations show that its velocity is propor-

tional to the current oI  and inversely proportional to 

the plasma density en , which is in good agreement with 

the expression for the KMC-wave velocity.  

According to (1), the electric field jE


~ . I.e., it has 

a maximum value in a narrow area around the current 

loop. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the ),( zrEz  field is 

always greater than zero. It accelerates ions in the posi-

tive direction of the z  axis, towards the load. The 

),( zrEr  field (see Fig. 3) accelerates ions to both the 

cathode and the anode. 

Fig. 4 shows, in dimensionless variables, the force 

 4/)()8/( 2 BBBF


 , which is included in the 

MHD equations [18]. As can be seen from Fig. 4, zF  

accelerates the plasma towards the load, and rF  pushes 

it to the cathode and anode. It is also seen that F


 is 

concentrated in a narrow area around the current loop. 

I.e., the above estimates for the ion velocity due to the 

interaction with the KMC-wave, the perturbation of the 

plasma density, as well as the time of energy accumula-

tion in the inductive energy storage with POS, don't 

contradict not only the known experiments, but also the 

given numerical simulations. 

An important POS characteristic is its resistance R  

at the stage of energy storage. It should be as low as 

possible, less than the resistance of the energy storage 

circuit. This is necessary in order for the POS to act as a 

current switch, and has little effect on the energy storage 

process.  

),( zrEr  ),( zrEz  

  

  

Fig. 3. Spatio-temporal dynamics of electric field  

penetration into the POS's plasma 

rBBrFr   4/)8/(/ 22   )8/(/ 2 BzFz   

  

  

Fig. 4. Spatio-temporal dynamics  

of  4/)()8/( 2 BBBF


 in the POS's plasma 

The POS resistance can be estimated from the follow-

ing considerations [19]. For a POS plasma bridge with a 

radius r and a length pL , the magnetic energy flux that is 

transferred from the cathode to the anode can be estimated 

as pe rLvBP  28/2  , where pee rLenIv 2/  is the 

electron current velocity. Hence eenIBP /8/2   , 

i.e., the magnetic energy flux does not explicitly depend 

on the dimensions of the POS plasma. As crIB /2 , 

we have for 22 /cuIP  , where 
22/ renIu e  is the 

electron current velocity averaged over the length of the 

order of r. Hence, for R we have: 22 // cuIPR  . For 

calculations it is convenient to use cuR /30 , where 

R  is in Ω. For u  in the range of 10
7
…10

8
 cm/s, the 

resistance R  is in the area 10
-2

…10
-1

 Ω. So, the POS 

resistance depends on the control parameters as follows: 

enR /1~ , IR ~ , 2/1~ rR . In the latter expression, the 

value of r  is not exactly defined, nevertheless 

ac RrR  . In the numerical solution of equation (7), 

at each moment of time, ),( zrB , erer enjzrv /),(   

are known. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the 

magnetic energy flux, which is entered into the plasma 
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by the electron current through the cathode 

dzR
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 , and magnetic 

energy flux that is carried out of the plasma by an elec-

tron current through the anode 
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 , and calculate the 

resistance as 
2/)( IPPR outin  . There is no magnetic 

energy flux through the left boundary of the plasma, 

since rrBjz  /)(~   and crIzrB /2)0,(  , there-

fore the derivative r /  is zero, and through the right 

boundary, since 0),(  pZzrB . The results of the POS 

resistance calculation are shown in Figs. 5-7 for differ-

ent cathode radii, plasma density eon  = 10
12

…10
15

 cm
-3

, 

current oI  = 50…200 kA, pi mM /  = 12 (carbon), the 

charge of carbon ions Z  = 1. Plasma density is uni-

formly distributed in space. 

 
Fig. 5. The POS resistance vs plasma density.  

Straight lines are an approximation of the dependence 

)( enR  by the function ena /  

As can be seen from Fig. 5, regardless of the total 

current oI , the POS resistance enR /1~ , which corre-

sponds to the above estimates. For the studied plasma 

densities, the POS resistance R  is in the range of  

10
-3

…1 Ω. 

 
Fig. 6. The POS resistance vs current oI .  

Lines are an approximation of the dependence )( enR  

by the function 0)( bIIR o   

As can be seen from Fig. 6, regardless of the plasma 

density eon , the POS resistance oIR ~ , which corre-

sponds to the above estimates too. 

As can be seen from Fig. 7, the POS resistance de-

creases with the cathode radius as 
4.2/1~ cRR , which is 

little bit faster than in the above theoretical estimation. 

 
Fig. 7. The POS resistance vs cathode radius cR .  

Line is an approximation of the dependence )( cRR   

by the function 
4.2/)( cc RcRR   

CONCLUSIONS 

Computer simulations of the magnetic field penetra-

tion into the POS plasma, in the EMHD approximation, 

show that the magnetic field penetrates the plasma in 

the form of a wave with a narrow front. Since the elec-

tron current density is proportional to the spatial deriva-

tives of the magnetic field, at the front of this wave the 

current density is maximum, which leads to the for-

mation of a current loop in the POS plasma, thats trans-

fers the charge from the cathode to the anode. The 

strong dependence of the longitudinal velocity of the 

current loop on the transverse coordinate, as well as the 

influence of the boundary conditions at the POS cathode 

and anode, lead to the formation of a narrow S-shaped 

current loop even in a spatially homogeneous plasma. 

The control parameters affecting the dynamics of the 

magnetic field and the motion of the current loop in the 

POS plasma are the initial plasma density, the total cur-

rent, and the POS geometry. For a wide range of initial 

plasma densities, total currents and cathode radii, the 

POS resistance R  was calculated. It turned out that 

enR /1~ , oIR ~ , 
4.2/1~ cRR , and it is in the range of 

10
-3

…1 Ω for usual POS parameters. 
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ДИНАМИКА МАГНИТНОГО ПОЛЯ В ПЛАЗМЕННОМ КОММУТАТОРЕ ТОКА 

О.В. Мануйленко, И.Н. Онищенко, А.В. Пащенко, И.А. Пащенко, В.А. Сошенко, В.Г. Свиченский,  

В.Б. Юферов Б.В. Зайцев 

Компьютерные моделирования проникновения магнитного поля в плазму плазменного коммутатора тока 

(ПКТ) и формирования в ней токовой петли представлены для различных начальных плотностей плазмы, 

полных токов и геометрий ПКТ. Показано, что динамика токовой петли в ПКТ определяется быстрым про-

никновением в плазму магнитного поля за счет эффекта Холла. Сильная зависимость продольной скорости 

токовой петли от поперечной координаты, а также влияние граничных условий на катоде и аноде ПКТ при-

водят к образованию узкой S-образной токовой петли в однородной плазме. Показано, что управляющими 

параметрами, влияющими на динамику магнитного поля и движение токовой петли в ПКТ, являются на-

чальная плотность плазмы, полный ток и радиус катода. Сопротивление ПКТ рассчитано для широкого диа-

пазона начальных плотностей плазмы, полных токов и радиусов катода. Показано, что сопротивление ПКТ 

пропорционально полному току, обратно пропорционально плотности плазмы и находится в диапазоне  

10
-3

…1 Ом для плотностей плазмы 10
12

…10
15

 см
-3

. 

ДИНАМІКА МАГНІТНОГО ПОЛЯ У ПЛАЗМОВОМУ КОМУТАТОРІ СТРУМУ 

О.В. Мануйленко, І.М. Оніщенко, А.В. Пащенко, І.А. Пащенко, В.А. Сошенко, В.Г. Свіченський,  

В.Б. Юферов, Б.В. Зайцев 

Комп'ютерні моделювання проникнення магнітного поля у плазму плазмового комутатора струму (ПКС) 

і формування у ній струмової петлі представлені для різних початкових густин плазми, повних струмів і 

геометрій ПКТ. Показано, що динаміка струмової петлі у ПКС визначається швидким проникненням магні-

тного поля у плазму за рахунок ефекту Холла. Сильна залежність поздовжньої швидкості струмової петлі 

від поперечної координати, а також вплив граничних умов на катоді і аноді ПКТ призводять до утворення 

вузької S-образної струмової петлі в однорідній плазмі. Показано, що керуючими параметрами, що вплива-

ють на динаміку магнітного поля і рух струмової петлі у ПКТ, є початкова густина плазми, повний струм і 

радіус катода. Опір ПКТ розраховано для широкого діапазону початкових густин плазми, повних струмів і 

радіусів катода. Показано, що опір ПКТ пропорційний повному струму, обернено пропорційний густині 

плазми і знаходиться у діапазоні 10
-3

…1 Ом для густин плазми 10
12

…10
15

 см
-3

. 


